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FenestraPro Premium for Autodesk Revit is design software that enables architects to design energy efficient 
building façades more cost effectively. It integrates building design with performance during the design stage 
and strips away the complexities associated with existing analysis software. This allows the Architect to maintain 
control of the aesthetic design of the building, eliminating costly late stage redesign and improving the design 
process. Use FenestraPro Premium for Revit to design better performing buildings. 
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+ Improvement

Improve Your Design, Reduce Time & Maintain Aesthetic Control
WITH 30%+ COST SAVINGS!
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EARLY STAGE MASSING & DETAILED MODELS
FenestraPro Premium for Revit analyses and interprets early 
stage conceptual design in relation to the building shape, 
size and volume, and highlights their implications on its 
performance. 

SITE LOCATION & ORIENTAT ION 
Based on geo-location and orientation of the building, 
FenestraPro Premium utilises Meteonorm© climate data to 
analyse the solar heat load on the surface of each fa�ade. 

ELEMENTAL & THERMAL PERFORMANCE 
Based on elemental thermal performance values and 
considering the overall thermal performance of their 
building, the design team can establish the 
optimal glass to wall ratio. 

OPT IMAL DISTRIBUTION OF GLAZING 
FenestraPro Premium will give the architect guidance and 
design parameters on how best to distribute glazing around 
the building fa�ade to maximise passive solar heat gain. 

GLAZING SPECIFICATION TOOL 
To control overheating, FenestraPro Premium uses 
alternative glazing specifications to demonstrate the impact 
of the different glazing systems on the building's 
performance. 

OPT IMISED SHADING DESIGN 
FenestraPro Premium enables the architect to design 
appropriate shading or fritting for the building to ensure 
occupant comfort, and that the building doesn't overheat. 

DAYLIGHTING ANALYSIS 
Design daylight factors are provided to demonstrate 
implications with regard to its performance on daylighting 
levels, thereby reducing the requirement 
for artificial lighting. 

DESIGN & PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 
FenestraPro Premium for Revit is the ultimate design 
software developed specifically to understand the 
implications of early stage design decisions, and eliminate 
the need for later stage re-design. 
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EARLY STAGE GUIDANCE IN MASSING TOOLS 
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